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Ordinary People



Simone and the gang rally around Amara as she struggles with what to do next as new information comes to light. Coach Marcus is excited about the all-HBCU baseball game he put together until an old teammate stirs up bad memories that could possibly derail everything. As Damon, JR and the team are focused on the game, they are faced with some challenging guests and new adversaries. Thea has a close call with danger which costs her one relationship and brings a potential new one into her life. Meanwhile, Simone struggles to explain to Jordan her friendship "break-up" with Damon.
Quest roles:
Rhoyle Ivy King(Nathaniel Hardin), Michael Evans Behling(Jordan Baker), John Marshall Jones(Leonard Shaw), Derek Rivera(Santiago Reyes), Bradan Toigo(Baseball Player), Kareem Lewis(Kevin Richardson), Martin Bobb-Semple(Orlando 'Lando' Johnson), Kandiss Crone(Lillie Arnold), Rodney Saulsberry(Buzz Latimore), Anthony Hawkins Woods(Male Professor), Mark Taylor(Terry Tucker), Martin French(Male Umpire), Cecelia Friday(Female Alum), Nathan Madden(Waiter)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
25 April 2022, 00:00
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